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VENUE 

ST PAUL’S UNIVERSITY, LIMURU: SHUTTLE AND DRIVING DIRECTIONS  

See: http://www.spu.ac.ke/contact-us.html. Map on the bottom of the webpage. 

The shuttle service from the airport to SPU and back to the airport is arranged by the NetACT office and SPU. 

Contact Prof Hendriks hjh@sun.ac.za or contact SPU directly at directorspill@spu.ac.ke Tel +254-20 208 

6306.  Kenyans in and around Nairobi to organize their own transport to and from the venue.  

 

PROGRAM of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING July 2016 

 

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) will deal with the business and planning of NetACT. The program (a 

separate document) contains slots for the AGM and serves as our Agenda. Slots include those allocated to 

Associate Members and to presentation that form part of the Theology and Development workshop.  

 

1 CONSTITUTING THE MEETING & FOCUS OF THE MEETING 

The meeting will be opened by the NetACT SU-AIU Cluster chair. 

The meeting will be run according to the procedures contained in the Constitution (Addendum 1, see the 

Report-Minutes point 4.2.1.2 and 3 p. 14). Because of financial constraints, the NetACT Executive was unable 

to meet in the past year. The only alternative was to get the eight representatives (reps) of the anchor institutions 

of the four clusters to meet from 3 to 9 April 2016 in Nairobi. This served as a pre-conference and –AGM 

planning meeting where the AGM report was finalised and proposals to be tabled to the NetACT Board were 

discussed.  

All attendants received the previous NetACT AGM minutes (Jan 2015) in a document entitled “Report-

Minutes of the NetACT AGM Jan 2015”. The document headed:  “NetACT Annual Report July 2016” contains 

the report for the period January 2015 to June 2016. The new NetACT Executive will be elected and constituted 

at this meeting after the constitution has been approved and after the four networks (clusters) have met and 

have chosen their respective executives.  

As a Christian organization we deem it very important to get to know one another and the institutions we 

represent. We will, therefore, use time for devotion in the mornings to “Dwell in the Word” in smaller groups. 

Please also use meal times in order to get to know one another personally. Since we embarked on a research 

project on Theology and Development (T&D), we requested our expert advisors to each day facilitate 

discussions during the second session (following the devotions) on trends in the T&D-related literature. You 

will have received a Theology and Development Reader with material that will help you prepare for these 

sessions and the workshop. We will also refer to T&D as “Community Development” (CD).  

 If they have such material, we request all our member institutions and associate members to 

bring along 64 flyers that introduce their institutions to the rest of the Network and to take 

home for the benefit of colleagues who were unable to attend.  

 

2 2016 AGENDA & APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

The meeting will be requested to approve the agenda contained in this document (as prepared by the NetACT 

Office and the eight anchor institution representatives of the four networks/clusters as well as the Report / 

Minutes of the NetACT AGM Jan 2015. With regard to the approval, all NetACT Board Members have the 

right to vote – one vote per member institution. Though not having voting rights, associate members are part 

of board meetings and are invited to participate in discussions. All new members have voting rights once their 

membership applications have been accepted by the Board.  

 

http://www.spu.ac.ke/contact-us.html
mailto:hjh@sun.ac.za
mailto:directorspill@spu.ac.ke
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3 THE JOURNEY SINCE January 2015: NEW MEMBERS 

3.1 July 2016 AGM and workshop in Kenya 

An important decision of the January 2015 NetACT meeting was the request to the NetACT office to 

organize the next workshop in Kenya. Kenya was chosen because it presents the least problems regarding 

visas and because of its excellent and affordable conferencing facilities. For this reason, Kenya may become 

a more or less permanent venue for network-wide meetings because of its centrality, affordability and more 

lenient visa requirements.  

The NetACT office then decided, in consultation with the NetACT Stellenbosch-AIU Executive, to return 

the May-2014 visit of the four Kenyan reps to SA (the latter visited the four SA Faculties of Theology and 

met with the staff of each during a courtesy and fact-finding visit). More than a mere courtesy visit, it was 

important to meet as input was needed input on and approval of our July 2016 agenda and especially to 

rewrite the constitution (see Report / Minutes Jan 2015 point 4 p. 27). Although it would have been 

preferable to have a NetACT Executive Meeting, this was not possible because of financial constraints. A 

telephone conference was also not a viable option since weak telephone connections to certain countries 

made this very frustrating, if not impossible. Furthermore, three of the anchor institutions had new Executive 

Directors who needed to be introduced to the other cluster leaders and the South Africans were not familiar 

with the facilities and key staff members of their Kenyan counterparts. Therefore, from 3 to 9 April, the four 

SA reps as well as the NetACT Programme Director spent one day with each of the four Kenyan reps at their 

respective institutions. A full day was also allocated to discussions on the new constitution and July AGM 

agenda.  

3.2 The (new) NetACT Constitution 

The eight reps spent a lot of time and energy in brainstorming in reformulating the NetACT Constitution (as 

requested by the January 2015 meeting) –both during the April meeting and, afterwards, electronically. It 

was suggested that, at the AGM,  following a questions and answers session, the new Constitution be tabled 

for approval, but that it may, of course, be changed during future AGMs until all are completely satisfied 

with it.  The constitution will, therefore, remain a point on the agenda for future AGMs. (See Addendum I, 

containing the new constitution (The rest of the agenda has been written according to the terminology and 

content of the new constitution). 

PROPOSAL:  The AGM approves the new constitution.  

3.3 Theology and Development questionnaire, call for papers and reader 

Under point 8 (“Where to find what you need”), the 2015 Report/Minutes lists 8 steps that the NetACT 

office had to take and took since the January 2015 meeting. Point 8.8 in particular required a lot of time and 

energy since it dealt with compiling a questionnaire and reports on T&D activities at our member 

institutions. It took some follow-up to get the reports in, but thank you to those who did supply the needed 

information. Based on the replies, we consulted with two experts in the field, Dr Nadine Bowers du Toit and 

Prof Naas Swart and subsequently sent out a Call for Papers to be presented at our workshop of July 2016. 

The program of the workshop that forms part of this meeting is a reflection of the response to the Call for 

Papers. Our consultants and the office embarked on obtaining permission from publishers and journals to 

compile a reader of the relevant literature suggested by Prof Swart to serve as a resource for those presenting 

papers and for those who will be attending the workshop. This was a major undertaking, but now forms the 

backbone in terms of scholarly resources for our workshop and future workshops in this research project.  

3.4 Relations and communication with the WCRC 

The WCRC moved office from Geneva in Switzerland to Hannover in Germany in 2014-15. This disrupted 

their work and organization. Due to serious health issues, communication with the WCRC Secretary of 

Theology was severely hampered and the funding needed to comply with the WCRC’s request for the 

development of further NetACT networks/clusters was greatly inhibited. This placed exorbitant amounts of 

pressure on the NetACT office as without funding it would have been impossible to implement the decisions 

taken and goals set in January 2014, in Johannesburg. The office, however, understands the situation to pose 

only a temporary setback and our relationship with the WCRC remains as fundamental to our existence and 

goals as before. We also remain convinced of the importance of the WCRC also remaining  an Associate 

Member and key partner of NetACT.  
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4 NETACT OFFICE REPORT  

4.1 Financial Statements 

The SU-AIU’s cluster’s book keeping is done by the University of Stellenbosch (US). The latter has several 

advantages. One of the most important being that the US offers this service free of charge. NetACT receives 

audited financial statements annually and is also obliged to follow the strict regulations of US’s accounting 

system. Since the emphasis in the new NetACT Constitution is on the Network functioning as one entity, but 

allowing individual clusters the freedom to initiate their own activities as well, the reps (at the April 2016 

Nairobi meeting) suggested that the finances of the broad network remain at Stellenbosch and that the current 

cost points (e.g. for lecturer exchange, bursaries, infrastructure, etc.) stay in place, but is used for and applies 

to the whole Network.  

An audited copy of these statements for the year 2015 is available on request from the office. Addendum II is 

a more “user-friendly” version with explanatory notes which was compiled, as in the past and with great 

gratitude from the NetACT office, by Dr Kobus Odendaal of the DRC Western Cape. Since the January 2015 

meeting, the EC of the SU-AIU cluster also had four telephone conferences where financial matters were 

reported on. In future, the to-be-appointed NetACT EC will oversee the finances of the whole Network.  

NetACT finances follows a rather simple logic. All projects have their own income, either from donations or 

collaborators or by means of monies allocated after successful funding proposals were submitted. Money 

handled by the NetACT office is subject to a 10% administration fee that is used to cover NetACT office 

expenses. Thus, the NetACT office’s income is always directly related to the number of projects initiated and 

undertaken by the Network. Thus far, this was directly related to the time (and energy) that the present Program 

Director had available to further the mission and goals of the Network. We are grateful that NetACT has over 

time developed a good track record and a very strong and supportive network of collaborators.  

Proposal:   The Financial Statements of the years 2015 is approved by the NetACT Board.  

4.2 Annual Membership fees  

Currently, only the NetACT SU-AIU cluster charges membership fees. All institutions of the SU-AIU network 

paid their 2015-2016 fees.  

At the meeting of the eight reps in Kenya (3-9 April 2016), the constitution was revisited and changed. In light 

of this it was proposed that the NetACT office stays responsible for financial matters, report regularly to the 

NetACT Executive and that all members (of all clusters) in future pay membership fees according to the 

following table, depending on the number of full time Certificate, Diploma and Bachelors students studying 

theology at the institution: 

.  

a. Institutions with more than 100 students: R4,800 per year (about 325USD in June 2016):  

b. Institutions with between 50 and 100 students: R2,400 per year (160USD):  

c. Institutions with less than 50 students: R1,440 per year (100USD):  

Clusters are to advise the NetACT office of institutions that are not able to pay membership fees, in which case 

such fees may be waivered for a specific time. Membership fees are mostly used to cover travel and 

accommodation expenses to and at AGMs. The 10% administration fee also apples to membership fees. 

Clusters may develop financial systems for ad hoc cluster activities, but normal financial regulations apply to 

all clusters and fall under the jurisdiction of a cluster’s Executive Committees, which report to the NetACT 

Board.  

The reps also discussed the challenges of monetary transfers in Africa and it was suggest that, for this reason, 

membership fees may be paid in cash in US dollars at Annual General Meetings. 

Proposal: NetACT Africa accept the new membership fee system.  

 

4.3 NetACT Office 

One of NetACT’s goals is to maintain an adequately-staffed and functional central office. 

Prof Hendriks was asked to act as NetACT Program Coordinator for 2015 onward in order to run the day-to-

day office responsibilities and to ensure continuity. He is currently paid R10 000 per month. This is not nearly 
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a market-related salary for the amount of work that a Program Coordinator of this kind does, and NetACT 

remains grateful to him for serving in what cannot be anything else than a calling of love. The University of 

Stellenbosch also upgraded the interior of the NetACT office to include three working stations and the 

necessary technological appliances for the effective operation of the office. 

Prof Hendriks suggested, and the NetACT SU-AIU has accepted, that NetACT should look into the possibility 

of appointing a full time secretary for the network. Prof Hendriks also remains willing to serve as Program 

Coordinator until such an appointment has been made. The eight reps discussed this in detail and make the 

following proposal: 

Proposal: That the NetACT reps and Executive start a process of investigating the feasibility and affordability 

of a full time secretary for NetACT. 

It was, furthermore, proposed that:  

The appointment be made for a five year period; that the secretary will be based at the Stellenbosch office 

using its administrative system; that a job description be compiled in which the responsibilities of the ED and 

Secretary is outlined; that the financial implications be taken in consideration and the money needed for the 

appointment be raised.  

4.4 NetACT house  

Another ofof NetACT’s goals is to offer affordable and welcoming living environment for lecturers who are 

receiving advanced training. This goal was achieved in Stellenbosch by NetACT before the expansion of the 

network was undertaken.  

As such, NetACT SU-AIU offers accommodation for NetACT students in Stellenbosch. The property was 

transferred to the University of Stellenbosch for maintenance and administrative purposes, but with the 

necessary stipulations regarding the exclusive use of property by NetACT. One of the latter’s students serves 

as the House Administrator, does the admin of the house and stays in the house free of charge. He/she also has 

a desk in the NetACT office. For information on the house visit 

http://www0.sun.ac.za/netact/index.php?content=accommodation and or see the video about the house at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqYQ__yads8&feature=youtu.be  

Since students come for periods that range from a few days to a whole year, the fees are quoted per day. At 

present (2016) accommodation are R110 per day for long term students and R135 per day (less than 10USD) 

for students staying shorter than 3 weeks. Internet is free as well as are many other services. It is a self-catering 

house where students prepare their own meals. Reservations can be made at netact@sun.ac.za  

 

4.5 Communication  

NetACT furthermore strives toward developing and maintaining effective communication, consultation and 

networking among all member institutions. 

For this reason, NetACT assists all its institutions in order to obtain or improve internet facilities. Dr Ron 

Hartgerink and the Program Coordinator remains in communication with Cornerstone Trust via Brent Fearon, 

new Program Officer for Leadership Development at Cornerstone Trust. In 2016, one example of the 

cooperation between NetACT and Cornerstone Trust was that Hugh Goldie Lay / Theological Training 

Institute Arochukwu, Nigeria, received $38k to upgrade its IT facilities. Contact the NetACT Africa office to 

facilitate on your behalf in this regard.  

New Developments (6 June 2016 added to this report): The Program Manager will inform the meeting of the 

latest round of discussions with Cornerstone Trust and other funders on a possible future information strategy 

development. We need a strategy how to empower our institutions and especially our libraries to obtain broad, 

fast and reliable access to scholarly databases, electronic books, journals and the internet in general. At this 

stage, a preliminary suggestion is that we have a full day discussion and information session on these matters 

at our next AGM (2017). An even bolder dream will be to have a concurrent meeting and training session at 

the next AGM for librarians.  

http://www0.sun.ac.za/netact/index.php?content=accommodation
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqYQ__yads8&feature=youtu.be
mailto:netact@sun.ac.za
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4.6 Lecturer Exchange  

Since its establishment, NetACT has organized and promoted lecturer exchanges between institutions to 

provide expertise in certain academic fields where it is lacking. This also serves to create space and time for 

lecturers to further their own studies and research. 

Quite a number of exchanges were negotiated via the NetACT office in the 18 months since January 2015. 

From 2016 onwards the four clusters may also individually arrange lecturer exchanges between their members 

and across clusters. The NetACT office will assist where possible. The SU-AIU cluster proposes the following 

four regulations to guide Lecturer Exchanges: 

Proposal:  

“In terms of the lecturer exchange agreement the parties agree that: 

1. The hosting institution must provide a course description, timetable and class list accompanied by 

a clear outline of what is expected from the visiting lecturer.  

2. Before the commencement of the visit, the visiting lecturer must give the host institution an outline 

of his/her program. Students at the host institution must also receive this outline beforehand. The 

outline must include a timetable (class dates and periods), prescribed material, assignments and the 

assessment procedure.  

3. An objective evaluation of the program should take place at the end of the course.  

4. This evaluation should be shared with the students, host institution and visiting lecturer. The 

results of the evaluation must be forwarded to the NetACT office if NetACT had any role in the 

networking and funding of the lecturer exchange.” 

Lecturer and research data base. The reps who met in Kenya 3-9 April requested that the NetACT office 

(with the help of the eight reps) compile a NetACT lecturer and research data base. Not only for lecturer 

exchange, but also for identifying possible external examiners from other contexts, research fellows and 

specialized disciplinary colleagues. We, therefore, need a data base of all the lecturers at our institutions as 

well as research projects and units.   

Proposal: NetACT requests the office and reps of the clusters to compile a NetACT institutional staff 

research data base.  

 

4.7 Scholarships   

The sourcing and provision of scholarships to advance the theological training of our institutions’ lecturers 

and promising pastors of the churches they serve have always been important to NetACT. With regard to 

this, the following: 

World Communion of Reformed Churches  

NetACT is a member of the WCRC and this gives us access to apply for WCRC scholarships. The success 

rate of this collaboration has thus far not been very successful and poor communication remains a challenge 

due to WCRC offices’ move from Switzerland to Germany. It is hoped that in future this will become a very 

successful partnership. For information on WCRC scholarships visit: 

http://www.wcrc.ch/search/node/scholarships  

Other Scholarships 

The NetACT office and the Faculty of Theology secured an agreement with the Langham Partnership 

towards offering two scholarships per year for full time students from NetACT. However, this is limited to 

studies undertaken at the University of Stellenbosch. Any interested NetACT scholars and students may 

contact Dr Ian Shaw directly in this regard at ian.shaw@langhampartnership.org (or c/o Secretary to 

Director of Scholarship Programme, gaynor.harvey@langhampartnership.org )  

One can find the Langham website at:  http://uk.langham.org/what-we-do/langham-scholars/.  

Scholar leaders have also helped us with funding of postgraduate studies of partner students or staff: Contact 

Evan Hunter at erhunter@scholarleaders.org and visit their website at www.scholarleaders.org for more 

information.  

One of the mayor challenges of the new ED’s of the clusters will be to look for scholarships and to develop 

partnerships with foundations, individuals and even congregations to provide for scholarships.  

http://www.wcrc.ch/search/node/scholarships
mailto:ian.shaw@langhampartnership.org
http://uk.langham.org/what-we-do/langham-scholars/
mailto:erhunter@scholarleaders.org
http://www.scholarleaders.org/
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4.8 Publications 

NetACT has as one of its primary goals the publication of quality theological textbooks relevant to the African 

context. 

Publications   

We have several NetACT publications in our stable already: Our Church has AIDS: preaching in the context 

of HIV / AIDS in Africa and Studying Congregations in Africa.  The latter publication just had its fourth reprint 

and may be ordered by NetACT institutions. It is now also available in electronic format.  

A Namibian donor annually gives NetACT R60,000 to buy and distribute the African Bible Commentary. The 

total received since 2008 for this purpose amounts to R480,000! NetACT institutions may apply for copies of 

ABCs for their students.  

In 2006, NetACT realized that the HIV&AIDS pandemic had to be addressed in different ways. The result was 

that curriculum workshops were presented at all our member institutions in order to facilitate addressing the 

issue across disciplines. A second step was to deal with the related issue of gender inequality and gender justice 

on our continent. The books below are the result of our Network-wide collaborative research project on this 

important topic and hardcopies are for sale at the NetACT office. However, NetACT member institutions may 

also download them in PDF format, free of charge, directly from the NetACT website at 

http://www0.sun.ac.za/netact/index.php?content=resources  

 Men in the pulpit, women in the pew? Addressing gender inequality in Africa, was the first of our publications 

published with the assistance of the Ecumenical Fellowship of Southern Africa (EFSA). In EFSA we have 

found a most valuable partner and it sponsored all the publishing costs involved in Men in the pulpit, women 

in the pew? This latter may be ordered from the publisher, Sun Media, in hard copy or electronic format.  

Our fourth publication, also published with the kind support of EFSA, deals with gender as well. Living with 

Dignity: African perspectives on gender equality was the result of the planning that began in 2011 to produce 

a textbook on gender for use in our seminaries and churches. It was written by NetACT members for NetACT 

members across the whole of Africa. To our delight this book won one of the most prestigious prizes for 

theological literature in South Africa in 2016. We received the following message by email end of March 2016:  

It is with great delight and a deep sense of gratitude to God and all of you that I share the good 

news that your book Living with Dignity: African Perspectives on Gender Equality (2015) has 

been awarded this year’s prestigious Andrew Murray-Desmond Tutu prize. The prize 

commemorates the rich legacy of two influential South African theologians associated with 

reconciliation in church and society. The panel of reviewers was particularly appreciative of the 

fact that more than 20 theologians from across Africa contributed to the volume, and that you 

addressed the important issue of gender equality from so many different perspectives. The 

reviewers are positive that the book has the potential to influence the continent’s ethos regarding 

gender equality in significant ways. They also emphasised the collaborative process through 

which the book has been produced, and reckon that it sets an important trend for future 

theological and academic cooperation in Africa – namely, through thinking and 

writing together. 

In line with decisions taken at the Annual General Meeting of July 2013 and January 2015, the 2016 workshop 

will focus is on Theology and Development (T&D) and the same process will be followed – including the 

publication of a textbook that EFSA has affirmed that it will again graciously sponsor and it will be available 

free of charge to NetACT members via the NetACT website.  

Electronic publications and readers for all NetACT students. From the July 2013 AGM and 2015 minutes:   

Proposal: That NetACT investigate electronic publishing (e-books) and investigate the procurement of funds 

to supply theological students with e-readers and a basic electronic theological library.  

Resolution: Approved 

In this regard, the NetACT ED also had discussions with SunMedia/SunPress (our main publisher) and they 

are willing to co-operate in this endeavour.  

http://www0.sun.ac.za/netact/index.php?content=resources
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Resolution: The AGM resolves that NetACT should look into the possibility of having computers/readers for 

students and lecturers in order to assist them to have access to electronic publications. The office table a 

proposal to this end and will source the necessary funding. Furthermore, the EC and ED are mandated to 

implement the resolution. In addition, the EC and Reps will finalise the type of electronic technology to be 

purchased. It is expected that the latter (laptop, tablet, e-reader, etc.) that will be purchased will be given to 

students and lecturers of NetACT Institutions at 30% of the total cost with an uploaded basic theological 

library that may be updated from time to time with new material. This measure will help in the sustainability 

of the project. 

Report: Progress with regard to the sourcing of e-books has been good. Getting e-readers for all NetACT 

students and lecturers remains a dream and needs to be discussed and pursued further.  

 

4.9 Curriculum & ACTEA 

NetACT set as one of its goals the upgrading of curriculum standards at our member institutions. 

This goal stays a number one priority for NetACT members. The 2008 HIV Curriculum Development 

Workshop was our first step in actively helping NetACT institutions on the road towards accreditation of their 

programmes and the qualifications they offer.  

Curriculum Development research and workshops 

NetACT commissioned Rev Kruger du Preez to do research on accreditation and curriculum development 

within the NetACT institutions. Rev Du Preez received his PhD degree in March 2013. The title of his 

dissertation was:  Curriculum Development in Theological Institutions of the Reformed tradition in Sub-

Saharan Africa. The 377 page document can be downloaded free of charge from 

http://scholar.sun.ac.za/handle/10019.1/80047.   

ACTEA 

ACTEA (Association for Christian Theological Education in Africa) has been a key partner to NetACT for 

some time. Acquiring ACTEA accreditation was one of the goals we set for all out institutions and NetACT 

have supported institutions in different ways in reaching it. Rev Dr Emmanuel Chemengich 

(echemengich@gmail.com) is the current ACTEA ED. He will attend the July 2016 AGM and will share the 

history, aims and benefits of ACTEA accreditation with participants.  

The Program Coordinator attended the Sept 2015 meeting of the ACTEA Board in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.  

In May 2014, NetACT, represented by its chair and the eight anchor institutions of the four NetACT clusters, 

also met with FUTE (Forum for University Theological Education). FUTE is a forum of the major theological 

faculties and departments in SA. The latter negotiates with the National Department of Education in SA and 

with SAQA (South African Qualifications Agency) towards the accreditation of the qualifications they 

themselves offer. Amongst other issues, standards and curriculum issues are their main focus. We are at present 

finalizing a memorandum of understanding between the three organisations (NetACT, ACTEA, FUTE). The 

following paragraph from the MOU explains our joint mission: 

This arrangement for an MOU is vital and significant when it is considered that Theology is a 

specialized field and South Africa's SAQA is not very eager to do assessment for theological 

programmes awarded by institutions from other African countries. Further, due to political 

reasons, SA's SAQA and CHE are hesitant to make value judgments on programs approved by 

the governments of other African countries so they are not perceived to be playing a big brother 

role. It is on the basis of these reasons that NetACT sought to mediate between FUTE and ACTEA 

in order to arrive at an MOU that will see FUTE recognize ACTEA-accredited programs for entry 

qualifications to South African Universities. 

Report of developments during 2015-July 2016: Get the info from Prof Bosman and others.  

 

4.10 Reports on meetings and visits by the NetACT Office  

A. VISIT TO NETACT INSTITUTIONS IN MALAWI. The Nkhoma University in Malawi invited 

Stellenbosch and NetACT to attend its official opening on Saturday 20 June, 2015. Prof Hendriks was 

requested to attend. He also used the opportunity to visit the five NetACT institutions in Malawi. A 

http://scholar.sun.ac.za/handle/10019.1/80047
mailto:echemengich@gmail.com
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week before the inauguration, it was postponed as the Malawian Department of Education could not 

complete the paper work in time. Since all the appointments were made and the airline tickets were 

already bought, it was decided to continue with the visit. The Faculty of Theology of the University 

of Stellenbosch funded the visit. A report on the visit was submitted to the NetACT SU-AIU Cluster.  

B. GENERAL SECRETARIES OF THE DRC FAMILY OF CHURCHES: Fourteen delegates of 

thirteen churches attended this meeting, in Lusaka, July 2015, where NetACT was represented by Prof 

Hendriks. All the churches are indirectly connected to NetACT. The DRC sponsored attendance and 

one of the results of the meeting was that the DRC in SA subsequently requested associate membership 

of NetACT. Since the two bodies share several goals, NetACT may play a positive role and may 

contribute to this organization. 

C. MEETING WITH IERA IN WINDHOEK. The Kinkuni seminary project of IERA was reported on 

at our January 2015 AGM. The project continues and Prof Hendriks serves on the committee formed 

to rebuild the seminary at Kinkuni (it was twice destroyed during the Angolan Civil War). Expenses 

of the meeting, usually in Windhoek, are paid for by that committee. 

D. ACRP: NetACT has been involved with the establishment of the Association for Christian Religious 

Practitioners in South Africa since 2014. The ED represented the Network at the workshops towards 

registration of this body (aimed at the accreditation of ministry training practitioners in South Africa 

that do training on a pre-tertiary level). The ACRP has since joined NetACT as an associate member 

and will report via their Secretary, Dr Hannes van der Walt at the July NetACT AGM meeting.  

E. ACTEA: Prof Hendriks was invited to attend the Board Meeting of ACTEA in Addis Ababa in Sept 

2015. Their ED, Dr Chemengich, will report at our AGM meeting on developments (see also par. 4.9 

above).  

F. NIGERIA: A visit to Nigeria followed on invitation from Hugh Goldie Lay / Theological Training 

Institute to Prof Hendriks and his wife to speak at their International Conference on Theology and 

Development (ICTD). The conference theme was: Sustainable Christian Ministry in the 21st Century: 

Worship, Mission and Development. Being in Nigeria, Prof Hendriks and Mrs Helen Hendriks also 

acted on the invitation of NetACT member institutions and doctoral alumni of the Faculty of Theology 

at the University of Stellenbosch to visit their institutions (TCNN, ECWA JETS, ECWA Billiri and 

ECWA Kagoro) and to meet with the latter’s leaderships. A full report was submitted to the NetACT 

SU-AIU cluster who sponsored one of the return tickets to Nigeria. Two interesting issues resulting 

from the visit may be discussed: 

The programs for public theology at Nigerian institutions and a 2017 conference to launch and 

motivate such program in Nigeria. 

A pastor exchange program between SA and Nigeria. 

G. VISITORS TO THE NETACT OFFICE: We receive many local and international visitors at the 

NetACT office over the past year. One exceptional fruitful visit was when, on 16 October 2015, the 

Program Coordinator met with Dr Isabel Phiri, (the vice-general secretary of the WCC), who was on 

a visit to South Africa. It was an ideal opportunity to once more bring the activities of NetACT to the 

attention of the WCC. Dr Phiri expressed appreciation for the work of the Network and the hope for 

future closer collaboration. One exciting aspect that came to light at the meeting was the fact that the 

WCC has embarked on its own project on Community Development in collaboration with Bröt fur die 

Welt. Dr Phiri and Dr Dietrich Werner (of the latter organisation) serve as project leaders in this 

undertaking. Dr Phiri expressed the hope that NetACT and the WCC may in some way cooperate in 

their ventures in this regard. 

 

5 CLUSTER MEETINGS, VOTING, NEW MEMBERS AND EVALUATION 

Proposals:  

Choose, in accordance with the new constitution’s regulations, the executive committees of the clusters and 

the NetACT Board and executive.  

Vote on the applications of new members, and negotiate their membership with specific clusters. 
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If needed, deal with the possible termination of members that failed to attend meetings as prescribed by the 

NetACT constitution. 

 

6 ANNUAL MEETINGS 

6.1 Previous venues 

 2000 Karen, Nairobi, Kenya.  

 2001 Lusaka, Zambia  

 2002 Lilongwe, Malawi 

 2003 Stellenbosch, SA  

 2004 Zomba, Malawi  

 2005 Hefsiba, Mozambique  

 2006 Windhoek, Namibia 

 2007 Lusaka, Zambia 

 2009 Stellenbosch (Faculty of Theology 150th anniversary year.)  

 2011 Lilongwe, Malawi   

 2012 Brackenhurst, Kenya.  

 2013 DCMA, Worcester, SA,  

 2015 Johannesburg, SA 

 2016 St Paul’s University, Kenya 

6.2 2017 Annual Meeting  

Proposals by the Reps:  

That NetACT meet every year and use the annual meetings for its AGM, for NetACT workshops and for the 

clusters to meet and work on whatever projects they have.  

That the 2017 Annual meeting to be held in July 2017 at the Athi River Campus of Daystar University in 

Machakos, Kenya.  

That the NetACT office is requested to organize this meeting and raise the necessary funding.  

6.3 The meeting should be evaluated. 

 

7 GENERAL 

7.1 Approval of 2016 annual Meeting minutes 

As with previous meetings the NetACT EC requests the Annual Meeting to grant it the authority to approve 

the minutes of the annual meeting.  

7.2 Other issues  

7.3 Closing prayers 
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ADDENDUM I  NETACT CONSTITUTION 

 
 
The NetACT office and the eight representatives of the eight anchor institutions did extensive work on the 
revision of the constitution. Dr Len Hansen added some comments and explanations.  
 
DRAFT CONSTITUTION: NetACT1 
 
Article 1:  IDENTITY & DEFINITION 
 
NetACT refers to the Network for African Congregational Theology. It consists of a network of theological 
institutions operating mainly on a post-secondary level in Africa with its historic roots in the Presbyterian 
and Reformed tradition in Africa. 
 
Congregational theology refers to NetACT’s emphasis on theology as practiced in the Christian 
Congregation as the Body of Christ; discerning the will of God in the process of interpreting the Scriptures 
specifically in the contexts of its member institutions; empowering congregations in these contexts to 
develop their strengths and gifts to theologically address historic, contemporary and future socio-
economic, cultural, political and environmental challenges.2 
 
Article 2:  MISSION 
 
NetACT aims to assist member institutions with developing congregational theology, leadership and 
governance3. It seeks to achieve this aim primarily through: 
 
i) the promotion of contextually-relevant training of congregational leadership 
ii) upgrading of academic standards and institutional capacity-building 
iii) developing and enhancing research within and among participating institutions 
iv)  developing continuous education programmes in and among member institutions 
v) promoting and facilitating lecturer-exchange between participating institutions 
vi) hosting conferences, workshop, symposia, etc. in the field of theology in Africa and disseminating 

the results of these by way of publications 
vii) addressing specific concerns in African contexts, especially by providing joint theological, moral and 

spiritual reflection in addressing these concerns 
 
  

                                                           
1 It was decided to from now on speak of NetACT as a network consisting of different clusters, therefore, there is no 
longer a need to refer to NetACT Africa in order to distinguish it from, say NetACT St Paul’s-UP, NetACT Free State-ALU 
etc. The latter will thus be known as the NetACT St. Paul’s-UP Cluster or the Free State-ALU Cluster, etc. 

2 Reformulated to rather express broad categories of challenges rather than listing specific challenges, e.g.HIV and 
Aids, corruption and unemployment.  

3 Latter added. 
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Article 3:  VALUES 
 
In achieving its aims and realising its mission, NetACT is guided by the following values that are based on 
the revelation of the Triune God as contained in both the Old and New Testaments. 
 
3.1 NetACT believes that Christian congregations are instruments of God’s mission in this world, a royal 

priesthood, called to be a sign and foretaste of the Kingdom of God by: 
 

i)  demonstrating our unity and koinonia in Christ 
ii) declaring the praises of Him who called us out of the darkness into His wonderful light and 

proclaiming this good news to all 
iii)  practising and promoting love and forgiveness, justice and peace  
iv)  serving the needs of the world by reaching out to all who suffer in any way 
v)  upholding the sanctity of all human life and respecting to the integrity of creation 
vi)  urging those in authority to use the power given to them to the honour and glory of God 

and to the benefit of those entrusted to their care 
vii)  interceding for all of humankind and the whole of creation 

 
3.3 While acknowledging that our cultural and ethnic differences have resulted in division and 

suffering, NetACT believes that we are united in Christ (the head of the church) as his Body. NetACT 
believes that Christ has transformed our diversity from being a cause for division and suffering to a 
source of creativity and one of our richest resources for achieving NetACT’s aims.  

 
3.4 NetACT respects the theological 4autonomy of individual members, it acknowledges the 

contributions of each and cherishes collegiality, mutual respect, understanding, assistance, humility 
and openness in the interaction between member institutions. 

 
3.5 In recognition of the wealth of gifts and talents of our people and communities, but mindful of the 

challenges and suffering that manifest themselves in all dimensions of individual and community-
life on our continent, NetACT commits itself to prioritise the identification, development and 
execution of activities as described within its mission (Article 2) in order to enhance and develop 
our continent’s strengths while addressing its challenges. 

 
3.6 NetACT seeks and promotes co-operation with other organisations, agencies and institutions that 

share its vision for Africa and that are active in fields related to its own. 
 
3.7 NetACT is committed to utilising all resources entrusted to it in a transparent and accountable way 

in accordance to its aims and mission. 
 
Article 4:   ORGANISATION & MEMBERSHIP 
 

4.1 MEMBERSHIP 

 
4.1.1 Members  

NetACT consists of member institutions that subscribe to Articles 1 to 3 of this constitution. 
Application procedures are explained in Annexure One below. 

4.1.1.1 Application for Membership 
The following procedure applies to applications for membership to NetACT: 

 

i) A letter of application is addressed to the NetACT Executive Director with the 

following documentation attached: 

                                                           
4 “Theological” added to provide for theological differences while acknowledging the centrality of subscribing to the core 

convictions in the rest of Article Three. 
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ii) A cover letter stating (a) the applicant’s acceptance of NetACT’s constitution, (b) 

the applicant’s preparedness to pay annual membership fees as well as travel 

expenses of representatives to NetACT Annual General Meetings if possible and, (c) 

if the applicant wishes to become a member of a specific NetACT cluster (if not the 

NetACT Governing Board will assign cluster membership to the applicant) 

iii) A copy of the constitution of the applying institution. 

iv) A list of the institution’s lecturers (preferably with CVs), number of students, history 

of the institution and explanation of theological curricula and all certificates, 

diplomas and degrees offered by the applicant. 

v) Once the above documentation has been received, the application will be served 

before the next Annual General Meeting of NetACT for approval by the NetACT 

Governing Board. Applicants are expected to attend the latter AGM as an observer. 

At the same meeting, the applicant will also be officially assigned to a specific 

cluster. 
 
4.1.1.2  Termination of Membership 

A member institution ceases to be a member of NetACT when: 
 

i. it requests to terminate its membership 
ii. it no longer subscribes to the identity, mission and values of NetACT 

iii. it fails to attend two consecutive annual general meetings of NetACT without 
adequate reasons as determined by the Governing Board 

iv. it defaults on annual membership fees without adequate reason as determined by 
the NetACT Governing Board;  
 

4.1.1.3  In the case of the termination of NetACT membership, the institution does not retain the right to 
use the name NetACT in any new network it may wish to establish in future. 

 
4.1.2  Clusters 

Every NetACT member institution forms part of a cluster of NetACT institutions under the guidance 
of two or more anchor institutions.  
 
4.1.2.1  Cluster Executive Committees consist of a Chairperson from one of the cluster member 

institutions and a representative of each of the anchor institutions. The Clusters are 
administrative and research units within NetACT responsible for cluster-specific foci, 
programmes, activities, etc. As such, clusters function independently but also jointly with 
other or all clusters that belong to the Network.  

4.1.2.2  The governance and activities of clusters are determined by the clusters themselves in 
accordance with the NetACT constitution Articles 1 to 3.5  

4.1.2.3  New clusters are created by the NetACT Governing Board upon consultation and 
recommendation of the NetACT Executive Committee. 

  
4.1.3 Associate members  

Individuals, bodies or associations that cannot qualify for membership of the Network, but that 
wish to collaborate and support NetACT in pursuing its mission (Articles 2) and can identify with its 
values (Article 3), may be granted the status of associate members of either NetACT as a whole or 

                                                           
5 Suggestions as to possible governance structures of individual clusters were asked. A good possibility seems: a 
Chairperson and ED each. Clusters may also determine their own procedures, for example, with regard to the 
admission of cluster-specific associate members and rules regarding the use of cluster-specific funds and annual 
reports of the Chairs and ED’s to the NetACT Governing Board. 
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of an individual cluster subject to the recommendation of the NetACT Executive Committee and the 
approval of the latter’s Governing Board.  
 

 
4.2 GOVERNANCE 
 
4.2.1  NetACT GOVERNING BOARD 
  
4.2.1.1 NetACT is governed by a Governing Board, composed of 
 

A. NetACT members: 
 

i. Every NetACT member is represented by one individual (primus) as its delegate to the 
Governing Board of NetACT with full voting rights. 

ii. Each member institution appoints a second to provide for representation on the 
NetACT Governing Board in the case of the absence of the primus.  

iii. The Executive Director of NetACT, who also acts as Secretary of the Governing Board. 
iv.  A Chairperson and Vice-chairperson of the NetACT Governing Board is elected by the 

Board. The Executive Director of NetACT may not serve as chairperson of the NetACT 
Governing Board.  

 

B. Co-opted and special members of the Governing Board: 
 

i. In light of the close history between NetACT and the World Communion of Reformed 
Churches, which remains a key partner organization of NetACT, the WCRC is 
represented on the NetACT Governing Board with full voting rights by the former’s 
Secretary of Theology (or in his/her absence, by the WCRC African Representative)6. 

ii. The Governing Board may co-opt a maximum of three additional individuals with full 
voting rights to the Governing Board. 

iii. One of the co-opted members may be a representative of the NetACT donor 
community. 

  
4.2.1.2 Election of members, terms of office, vacancies and election/appointment procedures 
 

i. The term of office of members, Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of the Governing Board 
is three years from the date of election or until such time that they cease to represent the 
appointing member institution, notification of which will be given by the respective 
appointing institution. 

ii. Members, the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson may be re-elected and re-appointed after 
a period of three years by their respective appointing or electing clusters.   

iii. A Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson of the NetACT Governing Board may be re-elected once 
only in the same position. 

iv. Should a position in the Governing Board fall vacant, the respective appointing or electing 
network is entitled to appoint or elect a new member in the vacant position.  

 
4.2.1.2 Meetings of the Board Governors 

                                                           
6 Article should be read in conjunction with the principle of respect for theological diversity as recognized in Article 3.4 
above. 
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i. The Governing Board of NetACT meets at least once every year, in person or electronically, 
at a time and place determined by the NetACT Executive Committee upon consultation 
with all members of the Board. 

ii. Meetings of the Governing Board are presided over by the Chairperson of the Board. 
iii. A quorum of any meeting of the NetACT Governing Board is half plus one of all members of 

the Board.  
iv. Decisions will be taken by a simple majority of votes. In case of an equal vote, the 

Chairperson will have a deciding vote. 
 
4.2.1.3 Functions of the Governing Board 

The Governing Board is responsible for:  
 

i. Electing from its midst a Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson. 
ii. Appointing the NetACT Executive Director, who may be affiliated to any NetACT member 

institution and who may not serve in the same capacity for any of the NetACT clusters or as 
Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson or of the Governing Board 

iii. Ratifying the appointment of any staff employed by NetACT 
iv. Amending or changing the Constitution of NetACT in accordance with Article 5 of this 

constitution should the need arise    
v. Determining and revising NetACT policy and objectives if the need arises 7 

vi. Approving the annual report of the Chairperson 
vii. Approving the annual audited financial reports  

viii. Approving the budget for the next financial year 
ix. Determining the yearly membership fees of member institutions 
x. Approving the establishment of new NetACT clusters and appointing the anchor 

institutions of such clusters 
xi. Determining any additional procedures for the effective functioning of NetACT as and if the 

need arises, including procedures with regard to the trusteeship of property of NetACT and 
the disestablishment of a cluster/s or the Network as a whole. 

 
4.2.2 NetACT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
 
4.2.2.3 Composition 

The NetACT Executive Committee consists of the Chairperson and Vice-chairperson of the NetACT 
Governing Board, the NetACT Executive Director and two representatives of each NetACT clusters 
not otherwise represented on the Committee. 

 
4.2.2.4 Time and place of meeting 

The NetACT Executive Committee meets in person or electronically at least twice per year at a time 
and place convenient for its members. 

 
4.2.2.5 Functions 

The NetACT Executive Committee is responsible: 
 

                                                           
7 It was suggested that a strategic planning session be held – possibly during the meeting in July or if practically 
feasible, as soon as possible thereafter. Suggestions for items on the agenda for such a session: The approval of the 
three-year joint research project; the establishment of a database of member institutions and clusters and the 
communication thereof among all members; the establishment of a mentoring process of editorial teams in and 
across member institutions. 
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i. Supervising the implementation of the policy and programmes as determined by the 
NetACT Governing Board; 

ii. Executing duties assigned by the NetACT Governing Board; 
iii. Appointing personnel as and when necessary for the effective operation of NetACT as a 

whole or its Executive Committee. These shall be done in accordance to accepted human 
resources practice and all appointments must be ratified by the Governing Board at its first 
meeting following the appointments; 

iv. Approving NetACT expenditure and overseeing the execution of the budget; 
v. Receiving and approving the reports of the NetACT Executive Director and the Executive 

Directors of the NetACT clusters; 
vi. Preparing annual reports for the NetACT Governing Board, donors, supporting and 

participating institutions; 
vii. Preparing the budget for the next period;  

viii. Facilitating arrangements toward any NetACT Governing Board meetings and Annual 
General Meetings. 

 

4.2.3 The NetACT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
 

4.2.3.1 The NetACT Executive Director is appointed for a period of three years by the NetACT 
Governing Board 

i) upon recommendation of the NetACT Executive Committee and  
ii) upon consultation with the institution to which the Executive Director is affiliated. 

4.2.3.2 The Executive Director is appointed in either a full-time or a part-time capacity. 
4.2.3.3 The Executive Director reports to the Governing Board via the NetACT Executive 

Committee. 
4.2.3.4 The NetACT Executive Director, with the assistance of an individual/s as determined by the 

Executive Committee, is responsible for: 

 
i. executing all day-to-day functions of NetACT in consultation with the NetACT Executive 

Committee; 
ii. liaising with NetACT donors and member institutions;  

iii. marketing, fundraising, administration and communication of NetACT; 
iv. the facilitation of funding and administration of Network programmes and Annual 

General Meetings;  
v. the administration of funds of NetACT and the preparation and submission of annual 

financial reports to the Governing Board via the Executive Committee; 
vi. the effective functioning of the NetACT office. 

 
4.3 NetACT OFFICE  

 
The NetACT office is situated at the institution to which the Executive Director of the Network is affiliated in 
agreement with that institution which will be responsible for supplying the necessary office infrastructure 
to host the office. 
 
4.4 FINANCIAL RECORDS & REPORTS 
 
4.4.1 The Governing Board is responsible for overseeing the proper keeping of audited financial records.  
4.4.2 An audited annual NetACT financial report is submitted to the Governing Board via the Executive 

Committee. 
 
Article 5:  AMENDMENTS TO CONSTITUTION 
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5.1 A properly motivated proposal for an amendment/s to the NetACT Constitution is presented by a 

network member to the Governing Board via the Board’s secretary. 
5.2 Articles 1, 2 and 3 of this Constitution may not be altered or amended unless supported by 

representatives of at least 75 % of the network members as represented on the Governing Board 
upon consultation with the executive committees of the network members. 
An amendment or alteration of any Article of this Constitution, other than the Articles 1, 2 and 3, 
shall be done by way of a simple majority vote of network members. 
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ADDENDUM II  NETACT 2015 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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ADDENDUM III  ACTEA MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
BETWEEN 

ACTEA (Association for Christian Theological Education in Africa) 
 and  

FUTE (Forum for University Theological Education). 
 

DATED: January, 2015. 
 
I - INTRODUCTION - ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING: 
 This document is a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the FUTE 
(representing South Africa's CHE) and ACTEA in order that ACTEA accreditation can be 
accepted by CHE and calibrated to South Africa's NQF (National Qualifications Framework) 
level descriptors. 
 The establishment of this MOU is vital and significant when it is considered that 
Theology is a specialized field and South Africa's SAQA due to contextual challenges, often 
finds it difficult to accurately assess theological programmes awarded by institutions from 
other African countries. Further, due to political reasons, South Africa's SAQA and CHE are 
hesitant to make value judgments on programs approved by the governments of other 
African countries so they are not perceived to be playing a big brother role. It is on the basis 
of these reasons that NetACT sought to mediate between FUTE and ACTEA in order to arrive 
at an MOU that will see FUTE recognize ACTEA-accredited programs for entry qualifications 
to South African Universities. 
 The need for an MOU between ACTEA and FUTE was occasioned by persistent 
frustrations experienced by non-SA theological institutions that are accredited by ACTEA 
and wish to send their alumni for advanced theological training in South Africa.  
 NetACT took this challenge to work with ACTEA and FUTE to ensure recognition by 
FUTE of graduates from ACTEA-accredited institutions. The first meeting organized by 
NetACT in Pretoria between Stellenbosch University, SA's CHE, and NetACT on 6th 
September, 2006, agreed to pursue an MOU. The recommendations from this 2006 meeting 
are incorporated into the Terms of Agreement of this MOU. In 2011 additional meetings 
were held and it was agreed to revisit the agreement to establish MOU to ensure 
recognition of ACTEA-accredited programmes by all South African Universities. In these 
meetings, it was determined that the way forward is to put in place an alignment or 
synchronisation of required standards between the accreditation awarded by ACTEA and 
the South African theological faculties to whom applications are made. This was not to 
happen until in the early 2014 when this interest was revived with a series of meetings 
between representatives of NetACT, FUTE, and ACTEA in which it was agreed to follow 
through this earlier commitment to submit an MOU to ratify this mutual commitment 
between FUTE and ACTEA.  
  
 
 
II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE THREE ENTITIES INVOLVED IN THIS MOU: 
 Here below is brief background information of the three organizations who prepared 
and approved this MOU: 
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A) About ACTEA  
 ACTEA was formally organized in 1976 as a project of AEA (Association of 
Evangelicals in Africa) under the direction of Dr. Byang Kato to assist theological institutions 
in Africa in areas of common need. ACTEA is run by a Council and a management team and 
offers accreditation services, facilitates inter-institutional and intercontinental 
collaborations, and offers support services to its member institutions.  
ACTEA's Mission Statement: "To promote quality evangelical theological education in Africa 
by providing supporting services, facilitating academic recognition, and fostering continental 
and inter-continental cooperation."  
 In its accreditation services, ACTEA offers academic accreditation at the post-
graduate, the post-secondary, and the secondary levels, in order to stimulate the 
improvement and standardization of such programmes, and also to secure academic 
recognition for such programmes wherever possible. ACTEA's accreditation services have 
earned wide-spread respect both in Africa and overseas. For example, in 1981 a task force in 
North America, representing all dimensions of evangelical higher education there, issued a 
formal document advising admissions officers that applicants with theological first degrees 
accredited by ACTEA should be considered eligible for direct entry to post-graduate 
theological programmes in North America. In addition, London Bible College, the 
distinguished British centre for theological studies, has issued an official statement affirming 
recognition of BTh degrees awarded by ACTEA-accredited schools. And the University of 
South Africa (UNISA) and the University of Stellenbosch have also stated formal recognition 
of ACTEA-accredited BTh degrees for direct entry to post-graduate studies. 
 
B) About NetACT 
NetACT Mission: 

NetACT is a network of theological institutions in Sub Saharan Africa, created and 

directed by these institutions, to assist them in preparing leaders for missional 

congregations.  

NetACT’s Major Goals: 

 Upgrade curriculum standards at our member institutions. 

 Develop an effective system of communication, consultation and networking among 
all member institutions. 

 Provide scholarships to advance the theological training of our institutions’ lecturers. 

 Create an affordable and welcoming living environment for lecturers who are 
receiving advanced training. 

 Organize lecturer exchanges among our institutions to provide needed expertise, and 
to create space and time for lecturers to further their studies. 

 Maintain an adequately staffed coordinating office. 

 Publish theological handbooks relevant to the African context. 

 Ensure that an HIV/AIDS course is developed and maintained as a routine part of the 
normal curriculum at each NetACT institution. 

 NetACT’s mission is integrally linked to empowering its member institutions to 
develop towards acceptable accreditation standards. Since mid 2000, NetACT has accepted 
ACTEA accreditation and continues to encourage and help its member institutions to work 
towards ACTEA accreditation.  
 The World Communion of Reformed Churches and the World Council of Churches 
requested NetACT to expand to network protestant theological institutions in Anglophone, 
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Francophone and Lusophone countries in Africa. This process began in 2013 when the 
theological schools of the Universities of Pretoria, Free State and North West joined. Thus 
the network is in a dynamic expansion mode in which ACTEA is an active partner.  
 
C) About FUTE:  
 The Forum for University Theological Education (FUTE) was founded in the late 1990’s 
as an initiative of Fika J. van Rensburg in his capacity as the South African Universities Vice-
Chancellors’ Association (SAUVCA) representative on National Standards Body (NSB) of South 
African Quality Authority (SAQA). FUTE is thus a SAUVCA-initiated (presently HESA - Higher 
Education Forum for South Africa) forum of Faculties/Schools/Departments of Theology 
and/or Religious Studies of universities affiliated to SAUVCA/HESA, which acts as advisory 
body to SAUVCA/HESA members serving on the SGB (Standards Generating Body) for 
Christian Theology.     
 All the Universities offering Christian Theology are represented on FUTE in the person 
of the Dean (or: head of the School/Department/Section) or his/her delegate. Most of the 
Christian churches in Southern Africa are either linked to these providers in terms of official 
agreements, or make use of them for purposes of training and obtaining recognized 
qualifications. In considering market trends and requirements FUTE thus plays an important 
coordinating role on national level in professionally assisting providers to implement the 
Higher Education Qualification Framework (HEQF) (HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, 1997 (Act No. 
101 of 1997, and October 2007) and Higher Education Qualification Sub-Framework (HEQSF). 
 From the beginning FUTE played an important role in generating standards for whole 
qualifications during the Standards Generating Body (SGB)/NSB-era of SAQA. Since the 
demise of the NSB/SGB-structure, FUTE continued its work, especially on developing a 
qualification matrix for Theology on the HEQF, on the basis of the relevant HEQF and Interim 
Committee documents. 
 The mission and mandate of FUTE is to:   

 Coordinate all matters relating to the (National Qualification Framework) NQF 
process. 

 Acts in collaboration with the South African Council for Theological Education (SACTE). 

 Advises the SGB for Christian Theology, through SAUVCA/HESA members serving on 
it, on criteria/standards/qualifications for theological education matters as 
determined by the stakeholders from time to time. 

FUTE continues to fulfill this role within the present HESA, HEQC, and SAQA structures. 
 It is in light of this background that FUTE requested for a document showing 
similarity or favorable comparison between ACTEA's and HEQC's qualification and 
accreditation standards which will form the basis for recognition of qualifications from 
ACTEA member institutions to SA Universities.   
 
III - ALIGNMENT OF ACTEA AND SAQA/HEQF STANDARDS AND QUALIFICATIONS: 
 This section highlights the various levels which shows the alignment of key aspects of 
accreditation between ACTEA and SA's HEQC in order to advise FUTE member Universities 
as to the recognition of qualifications (towards gaining entrance to SA University 
programmes) from ACTEA accredited programmes (and the relevant Schools), namely, to 
which qualification at SA Universities each qualification should give access.  
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 These alignment or synchronization of ACTEA and HEQC Standards of Accreditation 
is categorized into 3 key areas which go to show close similarity of accreditation standards 
and procedures between FUTE and ACTEA: 
(1) Qualification Types, Levels, Credit Hours, and duration of the study program. 
(2) Admission qualifications to the various academic levels, at both undergraduate and 
 postgraduate. 
(3) Alignments in the Criteria for Accreditation  
 
(A) QUALIFICATION TYPES/LEVELS/LENGTH/CREDITS:  
(i) At the Undergraduate Levels: 
 

 
 
(ii) At the Postgraduate Levels:  
 

 
 
(B) ADMISSION QUALIFICATIONS  TO VARIOUS ACADEMIC LEVELS: 
The following are the academic ACTEA requirements for admission into various academic 
program levels: 
(i) Admissions to Under-Graduate Programmes: 
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Dip. Th.: 
  Completion of secondary schooling and attained qualification set by local country’s 

national accreditation body to enroll in Diploma program.    
 Mature entry: 10% to bona fide cases 

B.Th.:  
  Attained set minimum qualification for admission to First University degree in the 

local country 
  Mature entry: 10% to bona fide cases. 

Admissions of students with Theological qualifications & Transfer of Academic Credits:  
 Priority is given to students who completed their secondary schooling in a 

government or ACTEA recognized institution or similar agency. 
 No credit of lower programme is transferable to higher programme unless: 

 (a) academic entrance requirements of former program are equivalent to the latter;  
 (b) rigor of classroom instruction & course requirements of former and latter are 
equivalent. 
 (ii) Admissions to Postgraduate Programmes: 

 PGD: 
 Recognized (non-theology) first, postsecondary degree by national 

accrediting body.  
 Upper 3rd of class in preceding academic programmes  
 Undergraduate deficiencies work in theological or social sciences to be made 

up on non-credit basis 
 Mature entry: limited to 10% bona fide cases. 

 M.A: 
  ACTEA or nationally recognized first degree 
  PGD (with up to 1 year advanced standing for comparable work) 

 Master of Divinity (M.Div.): 
 ACTEA or nationally recognized First degree 
 PGD or equivalent (with up to 1 year adv. Standing) 

 Master of Theology (M.Th.):  
 Recognized M.Div. (1 year studies)  
 M.A. (2 year studies) 
 B.Th. (4 year studies) 
 PGD (3 year studies)  

(iii) Admissions to Doctoral Programmes: 
 D.Min.: 

  Recognized M.Div. or equivalent  
 Ph.D./Th.D.:  

  Recognized 2 years of theological Master’s degree  
  Demonstration of research & writing competence in the field of 

specialization  
  1 year probation until competencies are confirmed or terminal Master’s 

(M.Th. or M.Phil.) is awarded. 
 
(C) ALIGNMENTS IN THE CRITERIA FOR ACCREDITATION:  
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 The following are key academic programming fields that form important criteria for 
accreditation assessment by ACTEA (see details in Appendix 1, "ACTEA Standards") which 
goes to show the shared alignment areas with SA's HEQC: 

 Educational Programme Aims & Objectives: This should be written and integrated 
into the overall program curriculum.  

 Graduation requirements: Key emphasis given to academic; character; and proven 
competence. 

 Qualifications of teaching staff: Teaching staff should have one level higher than 
class taught; acceptable teaching workload; and provision for research time and 
resources.  

 Library holdings: The totals of both books and Journals. In addition, 5% of total 
theological department budget to be dedicated to new acquisitions and meet 
stipulated volume-to-student ratio. 

Other Areas of Alignments in the Criteria for Accreditation for both SAQA/HEQC and 
ACTEA:  
 In assessing academic programs for accreditation, both HEQC and ACTEA have 
closely comparable criteria for accreditation and include the following: (i) Programme 
design; (ii) Student admissions; (iii) Staffing; (iv) Teaching and learning strategy; (v) Student 
assessment policies and procedures; (vi)  Infrastructure and library resources; (vii) 
Programme coordination and administrative services; (viii) academic development for 
student success; and (ix) Criteria for Programme review. 
 
 
 
 
IV - TERMS OF AGREEMENT:  
In this MOU, these two organizations agree on the following 3 Terms of Reference:  
 
1) It is hereby Agreed That, FUTE recognizes ACTEA Standards of Accreditation and allows 
its graduates for admission to relevant programs in SA Universities.  
 In light of Part III of this document showing the alignment of academic standards and 
criteria of ACTEA and SAQF/CHE as well as synchronized academic level indicators between 
ACTEA and South Africa's NQF (National Qualifications Framework) level descriptors 
(Appendix 2, "ACTEA-SAQA/HEQF Academic Level Standards and Qualifications"), FUTE 
formally recognizes the quality of ACTEA's 2011 Standards and Procedures for 
Accreditations (Appendix 1, "ACTEA Standards and Guide to Self-Evaluation") and its 
synchronization with SAQA's levels of NQF qualification. The rationale for this is because 
ACTEA Standards favourably compares with those used by the South Africa's theological 
faculties. It is thus concluded that academic degrees from ACTEA accredited organizations 
should be treated alike by FUTE members and according to the standards set by the HEQC 
and NQF. 
 Consequently, FUTE and SA Universities officially accept the proposal that ACTEA 
accreditation and guidance on NQF levels will be their chief guiding principle for 
qualification standard control of theological degrees in Africa.   
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2) Further, it is Agreed That, ACTEA will make available on its official website 
(www.acteaweb.org) and upon request, important information on its Accreditation 
Standards and Procedures and the List of all its accredited institutions and programs.   
 The vital accreditation information items should include: "ACTEA Standards and 
Guide to Self-Evaluation" (Appendix 1); Synchronized "ACTEA-SAQA/HEQF Academic Level 
Standards and Qualifications" (Appendix 2); and an Updated "List of Accredited programs 
and their Institutions". Ready access to this information will assist SA Universities and 
theological institutions to know and determine into which level of academic programs to 
admit applicants who have graduated with ACTEA-accredited study programs.  
 Further, FUTE, NetACT, and SAQA/HEQF will provide a link to ACTEA website to assist 
its constituents to easily access the necessary ACTEA information in order for them to make 
informed decisions on qualifications by ACTEA graduates applying to their institutions. 
  And finally, FUTE commits to share this MOU with all SA Universities with 
faculties/schools of theology and all other SA theological institutions so that the same 
standards can be applied at all SA theological institutions. 
 
3) And finally, it is Agreed That, FUTE and ACTEA (together with NetACT) commits to share 
with each other the various challenges and opportunities that will from time to time 
affect theological education in Africa and seek innovative ways to address them. 
 Such concerns and opportunities would include, but not limited to: 
1) Inviting representatives of each of the 3 organizations to each other's relevant forums; 
and  
2) Sharing and exchanging ideas on certain contextual topics that need the attention of 
African theological scholarships, such as, reviewing curriculums by introducing new, relevant 
courses; information on impact of the growth of Christian Universities; librarians network to 
share information on current African literature and library technologies; holding continental 
or regional forums to motivate research on relevant themes affecting African societies and 
nations; among others.  
 
V - CONCLUSION:  
 It is the hope of the three organizations involved in preparing and approving this 
MOU that it will go a long way in improving quality theological training in Africa through 
collaborative partnership, mutual recognition of each other's standards, and sharing of 
relevant quality assurance initiatives with each other and their respective constituents.  
Further, both FUTE and ACTEA commit to fully implement the terms of this MOU in view of 
the mutual benefits it has for the development of theological education in South Africa and 
entire African continent.  
 And finally, we trust that the signing of this MOU will inspire and usher in a new 
spirit and era of collaborative initiatives and arrangements among key stakeholders and 
players in theological education throughout the African continent for the enhancement of 
excellence in the quality of African theological education.  
  
VI - APPENDICES:  
 
APPENDIX 1: ACTEA STANDARDS AND GUIDE TO SELF-EVALUATION (2011) 
 
APPENDIX 2: ACTEA - SAQA/HEQF ACADEMIC LEVEL STANDARDS AND QUALIFICATIONS 
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SIGNED ON ____ (Date) _________ (August) _______ (Year) BY: 
 
 
________________________________  ________________________________ 
 
NAME: Rev. Dr. Emmanuel Chemengich  NAME: ??? 
POSITION: ACTEA Executive Director   POSITION: Chairman, FUTE   
 
WITNESSED BY:  
 
 
________________________ 
NAME: Dr LD Hansen 
POSITION/ORGANIZATION: NetACT Executive Director  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX 1: ACTEA STANDARDS AND GUIDE TO SELF-EVALUATION (2011):  
"See Attachment" 
 
APPENDIX 2: ACTEA-SAQA/HEQF ACADEMIC LEVEL STANDARDS AND QUALIFICATIONS:  
 
(i) At the Undergraduate Levels: 
 

 
 
(ii) At the Postgraduate Levels:  
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